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Abstract This paper explores the idea that a semantics for ‘ought’ should be neutral
between different ways of deciding what an agent ought to do in a situation (e.g. different decision theories). While the idea is, I argue, well-motivated, taking it seriously
leads to surprising, even paradoxical, problems for theorizing about the meaning of
‘ought’. This paper describes and defends one strategy—a form of Expressivism for
the modal ‘ought’—for navigating these problems.
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1 Introduction
Theorists of the meaning of normative language—especially, though not only, deontic
modals1 like ‘ought’ and ‘should’—generally agree that a theory of its meaning should
not bake in substantive normative assumptions. There is, in other words, general
agreement that some version of a principle I will dub “Substantive Neutrality” should
constrain semantic theorizing about ‘ought’.2
Substantive Neutrality (SN)
A theory of meaning for ‘ought’ should aspire to neutrality about substantive
normative questions.
To give an initial sense of SN’s content, a semantics for the modal ‘ought’ should not,
inter alia, entail that only ‘ought’-sentences consistent with consequentialism are true.
Very roughly speaking, if (1) is true, it is not in any sense analytic.
(1)

You ought to perform the action with the best outcome.

Not surprisingly, this “very rough” understanding has limited theoretical mileage:
foundational matters concerning SN and its application to issues of great importance
in theorizing about normative language are unclear. For instance:
• What is the basic motivation for SN?
• What makes a normative assumption “substantive” in the relevant sense?

1 Linguists may think ‘deontic modal’ a poor name for this paper’s focus. Better would be ‘prioritiz-

ing modal,’ a label used to cover modals with a broadly action-guiding or advisory function (namely:
proper deontic, bouletic, and teleological) (cf. Portner 2007). Philosophers tend to use ‘deontic modal’
to cover roughly the same ground as the linguist’s ‘prioritizing modal.’ I follow the philosophers in this
paper.
2 The importance of a principle of normative neutrality for work on deontic modals owes largely to Jennifer Carr (see especially Carr 2012, 2015). Another key precedent is Gibbard (1990, Chapter 1). Recent
literature on this question includes Cariani (2014, 2016) and Lassiter (2016). There is disagreement in
the literature about whether Substantive Neutrality is an empirical or methodological constraint, about
what makes a normative commitment “substantive” in the relevant sense, and so on. This paper will
mostly prescind from these debates (though it will develop an understanding of what substantiveness,
in the relevant sense, involves). The position developed here—in which judgments of semantic competence figure as the most prominent form of data—might be classified as either “methodological” (if
one does not see such judgments as an empirical constraint on a semantic theory) or “empirical” (if
one does). For what it is worth, I tend to regard such judgments as empirical in nature—indeed, obviously so—though I don’t believe anything should turn on this. In part, this is because judgments of
semantic competence always seem to bring empirical commitments in tow. For example, if Ted knows
what ‘I ought to go’ means, then a de dicto attitude ascription like ‘Ted thinks he ought to go’ should
have a sensible truth condition. But, as Fabrizio Cariani has stressed, if a semantics for ‘ought’ makes
a substantive normative assumption N , and Ted cannot be represented as accepting N , then it is hard to
see how to state a sensible truth condition for the type of attitude ascription in question (Cariani 2014,
2016).
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Similar principles to SN do appear in cognate literatures—one case is the philosophical literature on metaphysical modality.3 But the dialectic surrounding SN is special
in certain striking ways (as I will argue). This essay will suggest that a core reason for
valuing SN is a commonplace view of the general subject matter of semantic theorizing: representing semantic competence, i.e., what someone knows when they know
the meaning of the linguistic item about whose semantics we are theorizing. This
suggests a more determinate reading of SN. On one understanding of “substantiveness,” it is an intrinsic feature of a normative assumption’s content, so that normative
assumptions are “substantive” when non-“trivial” in content. If, however, we read SN
as being motivated by considerations of semantic competence, substantiveness will
concern, not just the normative assumption’s content, but its role in paradigmatic (i.e.
competence-dependent) instances of normative judgment and claim-making: a normative assumption is substantive, in the relevant sense, when it is false to attribute
even a tacit commitment to it to each and every competent user of ‘ought’.
However anodyne in motivation, this understanding of SN generates striking, even
paradoxical, effects downstream. Two of special interest: (1) certain “trivial”-sounding
normative assumptions are plainly substantive in the intended sense; (2) the widely
accepted theory of Kratzer (1977, 1981, 1991, 2012) achieves predictiveness by
exploiting normative assumptions that count as substantive in the intended sense. So
there is reason to think achieving even a modest degree of predictive power will mean
violating Substantive Neutrality. We thus face an apparent dilemma: jettison the project
of devising a predictive theory of meaning for ‘ought’, or jettison SN. Since the former
horn must be avoided, it might seem as if we have the makings of an empirical case
against SN and, more positively, for importing some of the fruits of, e.g., technical
work in normative theory into the theory of meaning for ‘ought’—a strategy pursued
notably by Lassiter (2011, 2016).
An alternative strategy—and the one ultimately pursued in this essay—is to outline
a predictive theory of meaning for ‘ought’ that respects SN. Here we can make initial
progress by treating normative language as semantically relative to a normative perspective (here understood as an agential representation of a salient decision problem
and decision theory). What is the nature of this relativity? Is it analogous to ordinary forms of semantic relativity (e.g. context-sensitivity of a compositionally derived
truth condition)? I argue that it is not: the semantic relation that relates a normative
perspective to an ‘ought’ represents a cognitive relation—the relation of competent
acceptance—rather than a relation that behaves anything like (relational) truth or satis-

3 Another, somewhat more ambiguous, case is meta-ethics. Many meta-ethicists would now agree that the
theory of meaning for normative language should aspire not to bake in substantive meta-ethical assumptions.
A semantics for ‘ought’ should not, for example, deliver moral realism as a corollary: if moral realism is true,
its truth cannot be ascertained just by examining the semantics of ‘ought’. It is a virtue of the linguistically
standard quantificational semantics for ‘ought’ (see especially Kratzer 1977, 1981, 1991, 2012) that it is
compatible with a range of different meta-ethics (including Expressivist meta-ethics; see, e.g., Silk 2015;
Charlow 2014b, 2015). Similarly, the sort of semantics for ‘ought’ articulated by, for example, Gibbard
(1990, 2003) can be given a truth-conditional (e.g. contextualist) construal. This point has been noted often
in recent work on Expressivism, which has tended to interpret it as a pragmatic or metasemantic, rather than
semantic, thesis about normative language (Dreier 1999; Chrisman 2012; Yalcin 2012a; Silk 2013; Ridge
2014). Meta-ethical neutrality will be briefly addressed in Sect. 4.7.
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faction in standard interpretations of model-theoretic semantics. The essay ends by outlining an Expressivistic interpretation of this perspective-laden semantics for ‘ought’.

2 Clarification and motivation
SN is a familiar piece of advice for theorists of the meaning of ‘ought’. There are
various reasons that might be offered in its support (and various understandings of SN
accompanying these reasons). This section suggests a specific motivation for SN (and
an accompanying, relatively specific reading of the principle).
2.1 Epistemic motivation for SN
A familiar—call it epistemic—motivation for principles like SN stems from general
reflections on the appropriate methodology for any sort of theoretical inquiry.4 It is, in
general, good theoretical practice to remain neutral about questions that do not bear
directly on the thing one is theorizing about. Stalnaker (2011: 5–6) articulates this
sort of position in writing about the methodology of theorizing about metaphysical
modality:
[I]t is a virtue of a theoretical account of some concept […] (a benefit in the
cost-benefit analysis [i.e. the reflective equilibrium that characterizes theorizing
about metaphysical modality]) if it is able to fashion some tools that manage to
remain neutral on issues in dispute—to provide resources to formulate alternative
4 Familiar, that is to say, to philosophers of language and linguists. Meta-ethicists, however, will probably
think immediately—I confess that I did not—of Gibbard (1990: Chapter 1). An evocative quote:

To refute an analysis [of the meaning of the word ‘rational’] by counterexample, we need a case in
which a person not only doubts it, but accepts something inconsistent with it—without linguistic or
logical confusion. Here is such a case: Octavia thinks reason demands that anyone give weight to
his own future happiness. It makes this demand, she thinks, even on a person who is now indifferent
to the future. Now whether or not she is right, if her thought is intelligible, if it is unconfused
linguistically and logically, then the thesis is wrong as a claim about meaning. Future happiness is
no goal of Cassius’s, imagine, and so by the Humean thesis [i.e. that one is rational just if one always
does what one most prefers], it is rational for him to give it no weight. According to Octavia, he
rationally must give it weight. If the Humean thesis is right as a claim about meaning, then Octavia
has meanings wrong or else she is logically confused. If her opinion is intelligible, then the Humean
thesis is wrong as a claim about meaning. (12)
Thanks here to David Plunkett. The view Gibbard sketches is similar in important respects to the view I
defend here (and, like me, Gibbard’s central argument for a principle of Neutrality appeals to examples
involving apparently semantically competent normative judgments that violate the Sure Thing Principle, on
which more soon). Though we make use of similar examples to similar ends, there are important differences.
Gibbard does not fully appreciate the strong, positive empirical case for the sorts of Neutrality-violations
about which he is concerned, and as a result his analysis of normative language is non-responsive to
it. (For the positive case, see Lassiter 2011, 2016 and this paper.) Further, the import of the conclusions
Gibbard draws is limited to meta-ethical issues. This paper deals with the strong positive case for Neutralityviolations, and its major aim is to engage empirical questions that do not really appear on Gibbard’s radar.
It also defends an Expressivist view of the role of normative decision theory in the semantics of ‘ought’
that avoids some of the difficulties that beset Gibbard’s semantics. For criticisms of Gibbard’s semantics,
see Schroeder (2008a, b, c) and Charlow (2015).
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substantive views as coherently as possible […] I think we should be suspicious
of an account of modality that tells us too much about what there is or about
what there might have been.
Stalnaker means specifically to encourage methodological suspicion about theories of
metaphysical modality that would commit us to things like talking donkeys or concrete
counterfactual possibilia. Neutrality in Stalnaker’s sense thus seems motivated by
appeal to the auxiliary epistemic burdens incurred by competitor theories: theories
(like Lewis’ Modal Realism) that are not neutral tend to engender commitments—e.g.,
ontological commitments—that are controversial (in the sense that many theorists are
liable to find them unacceptable). We are, moreover, liable to find these commitments
unacceptable because they are unsupported by the kind of evidence we normally
take to warrant such commitments; as Stalnaker writes, “I think most of us will find
[these commitments] suspicious, not just because the benefit of the beautiful theory
is outweighed by the cost of the ugly facts, but because there is something suspect
about using this kind of theoretical virtue to reach this kind of conclusion about what
there is” (6). To put it a bit blandly: it is bad methodology to take on controversial
commitments in the course of philosophical theorizing, particularly absent appropriate
independent evidence for those commitments.
2.2 Dominance
Intriguingly, an epistemic reading of SN seems to allow a theorist to make explanatory
use of substantive normative assumptions in theorizing about ‘ought’. To see this,
consider a case in which the relevant epistemic burden—whatever it looks like—is
actually met. Suppose we have conclusive evidence—as we in fact do—that what one
ought to do obeys a kind of Statewise Dominance constraint.5
Statewise Dominance (SD)
If, relative to a space of relevant contingencies {C1 , . . . , Cn }, α is preferred
(conditional on Ci , for each i), then α is (unconditionally) preferred relative to
{C1 , . . . , Cn }.
SD can be paraphrased using the modal ‘ought’ as follows6 :

5 Statewise Dominance principles ordinarily receive formulations that are both stronger and more explicit
than the versions invoked in this paper (cf. Joyce 1999: 17ff). I use relatively weak formulations to focus
the discussion and our intuitions (since stronger versions introduce commitments that are orthogonal to the
issues at stake here). I use relatively inexplicit formulations to show that Statewise Dominance principles
must be further precisified in order to avoid counterexamples (as shall become clearer in the next section).
For instance, a decision theorist might (and probably would) insist that the space of relevant contingencies
{C1 , . . . , Cn } invoked by Dominance principles form a partition. The apparent (and apparently paradoxical)
incompatibility between the theorist’s simultaneous need for precisification (to generate a normatively
plausible Dominance principle) and need to avoid precisification (to avoid taking sides on substantive
normative questions) is the central preoccupation of this paper.
6 On the tight link between statements of comparative preference and deontic modal claims, see Kratzer

(1981) and discussion in Charlow (2016).
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Modal Statewise Dominance (MSD)
If, relative to a space of relevant contingencies {C1 , . . . , Cn }, one ought (conditional on Ci , for each i) to α, then one ought unconditionally to α relative to
{C1 , . . . , Cn }.
On a Stalnaker-inspired understanding of SN, a semantics for ‘ought’ is apparently
permitted to make use of principles like MSD in accounting for apparent entailments
between certain ‘ought’-sentences in natural language. For instance (supposing that
the space of relevant contingencies is given by: {you wash your hands or wipe them
on your pants, you wash your hands or use hand sanitizer}, and letting  indicate an
intuitively valid inference):
(2) a. If you wash your hands or wipe them on your pants, you ought to wash them.
b. If you wash your hands or use hand sanitizer, you ought to wash them.
c. So, you ought to wash your hands.
Since the auxiliary commitment to (a principle like) MSD is independently wellsupported, there is in principle no obstacle to accounting for (2)’s apparent validity
in this way. What is more, the move appears well-motivated. It seems clear that a
principle like MSD substantially underwrites the “good” feeling we get about the
inference in (2): it will probably be the major part of an account of why this inference
strikes us as impeccable.
Might we, instead, appeal to the meaning of the indicative conditional (and the
“form” of sequence (2)) to underwrite the validity of this inference? It would appear
not. Suppose we are thinking about the likeliest trajectory for a cyclone, and that the
relevant contingencies are given by: {the cyclone moves North or South, the cyclone
moves North or East}. We have estimates of the relevant probabilities at hand:
• Pr (N ) = .5
• Pr (S) = Pr (E) = .25
• So: Pr (N |N ∨ S) = Pr (N |N ∨ E) = 2/3
Now consider (3), a minimal variation of (2), which is nevertheless degraded in comparison. (Note: ‘should’ here expresses a form of weak epistemic necessity concerning
one’s expectations about the cyclone’s trajectory.)
(3) a. If the cyclone moves North or South, it should move North.
b. If the cyclone moves North or East, it should move North.
c. #So, the cyclone should move North.
What plausibly explains the failure of (3) is the falsity of a corresponding Epistemic
Statewise Dominance Principle (cf. Yalcin 2010; Lassiter 2011)7 :
7 Depending on how one understands validity, the failure of (3) may suffice to render (2) invalid. To be
explicit, my own view is that (2) is not valid, full-stop, but that it is semantically guaranteed in a pretty wellgrounded sense (see the discussion of “D-validity,” which allows us to evaluate an inference for validity
relative to a choice of decision theory, in Sect. 4.1). The problem with a semantics that violates Substantive
Neutrality by assuming some precisification or other of MSD is that it will understand (2) as valid (full-stop)
when it is not. I will explain why it is not appropriate to regard (2) as valid (full-stop) in a moment.
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Epistemic Statewise Dominance (FALSE !)
If, relative to a space of relevant contingencies {C1 , . . . , Cn }, φ should (conditional on Ci , for each i) be the case (≈for each i, φ is likely given Ci ), φ
should unconditionally be the case (≈φ is unconditionally likely) relative to
{C1 , . . . , Cn }.
It would seem obvious that (3) strikes us as degraded in comparison to (2) precisely
because (3) tracks or instantiates a defective mode of reasoning by dominance.
2.3 Semantic motivation for SN
While Dominance reasoning substantially underwrites the “good” feeling we get about
the inference in (2), it is, I’ll suggest, difficult to see how it could, in the end, appropriately underwrite an account of its validity. This shall motivate a different way of
reading SN.
Note first that both SD and MSD were stated loosely and could (indeed, I will
argue, must) be precisified to be put to theoretical use in, e.g., normative decision
theory (or indeed in the compositional semantics of deontic modals). A helpful initial
precisification restricts the application of dominance principles like these to spaces
of contingencies that partition the relevant information. Notice, in particular, that
Epistemic Statewise Dominance becomes true on such a precisification, and that the
inference in (3) becomes impeccable if we imagine a context in which {the cyclone
moves North or South, the cyclone moves North or East} is a partition of the relevant
possibilities. Suppose Zeus has pressed exactly one of buttons A or B. If Zeus pressed
A, the cyclone might move North or South (but likely North). If Zeus pressed B, the
cyclone might move North or East (but likely North). The reader is invited to verify
that the inference in (3) goes through, given such a context.
As this illustrates, the precisification of Dominance reasoning is—even in semantic
theorizing—an essential prerequisite for putting it to plausible theoretical use. Once
we start, however, it is hard to know where to stop. Here is a familiar illustration (cf.
Joyce 1999: 115ff). Suppose you are deciding whether to give up smoking—an activity
you greatly enjoy, but not enough to outweigh the possibility of a cancer diagnosis.
The relevant contingencies are given by {C, ¬C} (with C the proposition that you get
cancer) (Table 1).
Table 1 Should You Quit Smoking?

In such a context, we would like to predict the truth of a sentence like (4):
(4) You ought to quit smoking.
However, since the relevant contingencies form a partition, MSD can apparently be
invoked, to absurd effect:
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(5) a. If you’re going to get [given that you get] cancer, you ought to smoke.
b. If you’re not going to get [given that you don’t get] cancer, you ought to smoke.
c. #So, you ought to smoke.
Some further precisification of MSD is evidently required to bar its application to this
sort of case.8 (The usual solution is to restrict the application of Dominance reasoning
to cases in which the relevant contingencies are independent of the relevant available
actions.9 )
There are, then, parallel pressures to precisify SD for decision-theoretic application,
and MSD for semantic application. The central difficulty is that, when theorists attempt
to precisify Dominance reasoning for such applications, they will arrive at different
answers (plausibly because of previously unnoticed differences in certain “groundlevel” normative commitments). The Sure Thing Principle of Savage (1972) is one
famous example, as emphasized, to similar effect, by Gibbard (1990: 13ff) (see also
note 9).
Sure Thing Principle (STP)
Given schematic decision problems P1 and P2 10 :

S ought to select I, rather than II (≈ I is preferred to II) only if S ought to select
III rather than IV (≈ III is preferred to IV).
STP is crucially understood by Savage as a mathematical precisification of the “mathematically useless” (i.e. imprecise or informal; 1972: 22) principle of suppositional
practical reasoning that undergirds principles like SD.
What technical interpretation can be attached to the idea that [action] f would
be preferred to [action] g if B were known to obtain?11 […] [T]he matter would
8 The dialectic here is worth clarifying. (5)’s (ersatz) legitimacy is overdetermined: it follows from MSD
(as stated), as well as independently from the (alleged) validity of constructive dilemma. There is a very
strong empirical case that constructive dilemma is invalid for natural language indicatives (see e.g., Willer
2012). Suppose we jettison it. The inference in (5) is still sanctioned by MSD (as presently formulated).
9 And of course the question of how to understand the independence of relevant contingencies on actions
immediately raises the question of whether independence, in the relevant sense, is a causal or evidential
notion (and hence immediately raises the normative question of whether rational agents should maximize
Causal or Evidential Expected value) (see esp. Gibbard and Harper 1981).
10 In these tables, row names correspond to actions (alternatively, bets) available to the agent of the decision
problem. Column names correspond to relevant contingencies (and typically partition some information
space). Cells of the table correspond to outcomes associated with payoffs, utilities, or values; X , for example,
is the payoff associated with choosing I given E in P1 (as well as with choosing III given E in P2 ).
11 Savage mistakenly treats the (non-epistemic) ‘conditional on φ’ construction invoked in SD and MSD as
interchangeable with (epistemic) conditional constructions like ‘given that φ is known to obtain’. For why
this is mistaken, see e.g., Weirich (1980). For why conditional preferences/utilities matter for theorizing
about (conditional) deontic modality, see Charlow (2013a).
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seem not to depend on the values f and g assume at states outside of B. There
is, then, no loss of generality in supposing that f and g […] [are] regarded as
equivalent given ¬B […] If, after being modified so as to agree with another
outside of B, f is not preferred to g; then f would not be preferred to g, if B were
known.
It is implicit in [this argument] that, if two acts f and g are so modified in ¬B
as to agree with each other, then the order of preference obtaining between
the modified acts will not depend on which of the permitted modifications was
actually carried out. Equivalently, if f and g are two acts that do agree with each
other in ¬B, and f ≥ g; then, if f and g are modified in ¬B in any way such that
the modified acts f and g continue to agree with each other in ¬B, it will also
be so that f ≥ g . (Savage 1972: 22)
But STP is famously called into question by the fact that the preferences of average
persons seem to violate it in, e.g., the Ellsberg problem (Table 2).
[A]n urn contains 30 red balls and 60 balls that are either black or yellow in
some unspecified proportion. In problem A, you are offered two options, I and
II, and in problem B you are also offered two options, III and IV. A and B are
distinct choice situations—you should not expect to play both games at once
or in succession. In each case a ball is drawn at random from the urn and you
receive specific rewards depending on the ball’s colour [R, B, Y] and your
chosen option. The payoff table is as follows: (Steele 2007: 191)
Table 2 The Ellsberg Problem

The “problem” arises from the fact that the (well-confirmed) majority preference in
this sort of case apparently violates STP: most agents think they ought to select I rather
than II, but also ought to select IV rather than III, even though this pair of preferences
is plainly inconsistent with STP.12 Some decision theorists have reacted to the fact
that the majority preference in the Ellsberg problem is apparently STP-violating by
rejecting STP as a precisification of the reasoning that underlies the sort of dominance
reasoning Savage was interested in representing (e.g. Buchak 2013: Ch. 5). Others
(indeed, Savage himself) retain STP, viewing the majority preference in the Ellsberg
scenario as irrational.13
12 Notice that I and III and II and IV are payoff-equivalent given R ∨ B, and that I and II and III and IV are
payoff-equivalent given ¬(R ∨ B). A familiar, but informal, explanation for why most people have STPviolating preferences in the Ellsberg Problem invokes “risk” (or, more precisely, risk due to uncertainty): I is
less “risky” than II (since one can be sure of the odds of R), but IV is less “risky” than III (since one can be sure
of the odds of B ∨ Y). While it is common to distinguish the type of risk exhibited by the Ellsberg Problem
from the type of risk exhibited by the Allais Problem (see Sect. 3.4), I will not worry too much about that here.
13 Or else restrict STP’s application in cases in which it is impossible to assign a definite probability to the

relevant contingencies. Joyce (1999: 101ff) and Steele (2007) provide a helpful overview of the dialectic.
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Whoever is right, an extremely natural reading of these facts is that many people
(not only theorists!) whom we take to be semantically competent with ‘ought’ do not
even tacitly accept versions of Dominance that many people whom we also take to be
semantically competent with ‘ought’ tacitly endorse. I will suggest that this is what
makes any (sufficiently precise for theoretical applications) attempt to codify Dominance reasoning substantive, in the sense that is relevant for Substantive Neutrality.
More generally:
Substantive Neutrality Precisified (SNP)
A theory of meaning for ‘ought’ should aspire to neutrality about any normative
question Q such that, for any answer A to Q, a semantically competent14 agent
can fail to tacitly accept A.
If SNP is correct, the theory of meaning for ‘ought’ should avoid assuming any answer
to this question which a semantically competent agent could fail to tacitly accept.
How to appropriately formulate the Dominance principle that seems to underwrite
the inference in (2) would seem to be precisely the sort of question that falls under
SNP’s scope.
SNP is supported by a commonplace understanding of the subject matter of generative semantic theorizing. On this understanding, the semantics of, e.g., English is
the study of what speakers of English tacitly know when they know the meaning of an
English expression.15 If it is not reasonable to attribute even tacit acceptance of some
normative view to each-and-every agent whom we count as semantically competent
with respect to ‘ought’, that assumption counts, by SNP’s lights, as substantive, and it
should not be baked into a theory of the meaning of ‘ought’. One small consequence
of this—we will see others in due course—is that we cannot straightforwardly account
for the apparent validity of (2) by assuming a semantics for ‘ought’ in which a specific
Dominance principle (e.g. STP) is simply encoded.

14 I will not be providing an analysis of the notion of semantic competence in this paper. To forestall some
questions: semantic competence comes in degrees: knowing that, e.g., bicycle refers to a physical object
makes one minimally competent with the term; knowing that it refers to a physical object used in locomotion
makes one relatively more competent; knowing that it refers to a physical object with two wheels makes
one more competent still. Full semantic competence is not required for successful reference; relatively
minimal competence is often sufficient. (A young child can use the term ‘bicycle’ to refer to a bicycle even
if she knows only that bicycles are used by people to move around.) The amount of semantic competence
required for full (or, better, sufficiently robust) competence is vague and, probably, context-dependent. The
judgments of semantic competence and incompetence of which this paper makes use have, I think, the status
of data. My reliance on them does not depend on understanding exactly what notion the term semantic
competence ends up picking out.
15 Compare Yalcin (2014): “The notion of semantic value, as deployed in the context of [a general theory
about what it is to speak and understand a language], serves fundamentally to characterize aspects of the
mental state of knowing a language,” i.e., of what I have been calling “semantic competence”. This is a
contested understanding of the subject matter of semantics, but it figures centrally in generative semantics
(for further references and discussion, see Yalcin 2014). I will assume it here.
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2.4 Neutrality
What kind of neutrality does Substantive Neutrality actually enjoin? A helpful test
case is natural kind terms.16 Most theorists follow Kripke and Putnam in taking the
chemical compound H2 O to figure centrally in the semantics of the natural kind term
‘water’; many, indeed, contend that the semantic value of this term is exhausted by its
designation of H2 O. On the face of things, many speakers of English are semantically
competent with this term, yet cannot be credited with even tacit knowledge of the
nature of the chemical compound with which they brew their tea and quench their
thirst. Thus there is a prima facie tension between Kripke–Putnam-style semantic
externalism about natural kind terms and SNP—a tension which might seem to reflect
poorly on the case for SNP.
We could, with some plausibility, dig in our heels and suggest that chemistryignorant users of ‘water’ are not in fact fully competent with the term. (Such speakers
will, for example, tend to misidentify glasses labeled XYZ as water.) But here is a
more conservative assessment: such speakers are competent in virtue of displaying
competence with respect to a rule or concept that suffices—when combined with the
relevant facts about their linguistic community—to fix the correct semantic value for
‘water’ in their mouths; they tacitly use this term to designate whatever substance plays
the water-role in their linguistic community, and this is what their semantic competence
with respect to ‘water’ ultimately consists in.17 There is ample linguistic knowledge to
ground semantic competence for a chemistry-ignorant speaker with respect to ‘water’.
A principle of Substantive Neutrality about ‘water’—on which a theory of meaning
for ‘water’ should aspire to neutrality about matters that are not relevant to semantic
competence for ‘water’—is, on my understanding, compatible with a Kripke–Putnamstyle semantic externalism about natural kind terms. Semantic competence with respect
to ‘water’, I claim, consists in knowing a rule or possessing a concept that suffices—
when combined with relevant facts about a linguistic community—to fix the correct
semantic value for ‘water’. A speaker who, roughly, uses ‘water’ as we use it—and
thereby displays the requisite semantic competence—tacitly accepts that ‘water’ is
used to designate the substance her linguistic community uses it to designate: H2 O.
The question before us is this: could something similar be said for ‘ought’ and
the various competing precisifications of Dominance reasoning? Let us try. The idea
would be that some precisification or other of Dominance is somehow settled by
the rule/concept, possession of which grounds a speaker’s semantic competence with
‘ought’, though possession of such a rule/concept does not, by itself, put someone in
a position to know which precisification that rule/concept in fact settles.
But it is difficult to imagine a rule or concept that would both fix a sufficiently determinate formulation of Dominance while also being common to each speaker who is
16 Lassiter (2016) also appeals to an analogy with natural kind terms, but with the aim of undermining
SNP. This section can be read as a response to Lassiter.
17 I am not endorsing any form of descriptivism about the semantics of ‘water’: I do not claim that ‘water’
has the meaning it has in virtue of having any kind of descriptive meaning, or in virtue of being associated
by a speaker with a description that suffices, all by itself, to fix its reference. If anything I am assuming that
speakers’ ability to refer with ‘water’ is parasitic on the ability of the linguistic community to refer.
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competent with ‘ought’. I know of no evidence that the relationship between ‘ought’
and STP (e.g.) is analogous to the relationship between the relationship between
‘water’ and H2 O. Actually, there seems to be clear evidence that no such rule or
concept is in place at all; surely this would be the most natural way of interpreting the
facts put forward in the previous section.
An alternative explanation is, however, worth considering: perhaps present divergences over Dominance are analogous to divergences over the chemistry of water
evinced by pre-Cavendish18 speakers of English: as they did not know the composition
of the substance designated by ‘water’, perhaps we do not know which precisification
of Dominance our use of ‘ought’ in fact settles. Consider an agent in the Ellsberg
problem who has selected option I in decision problem A, and consider the following
two pieces of conflicting advice for her in decision problem B:
(6) You ought to select III.
(7) You may select IV.
(6) is the sort of advice that would be offered by a defender of STP (e.g. Savage),
while (7) is the sort of advice that would be offered by a defender of the majority
“risk-averse” preference. The present suggestion is that exactly one of these pieces of
advice is correct, though we cannot know which is correct until we settle the question
of whether STP is a desirable precisification of the Dominance reasoning that seems
to undergird (2).
This seems a rather fantastical suggestion—one which appears to be in tension with
the available evidence. Consider the following case.
Cavendish
It is 1784; Henry Cavendish has just published the results of an experiment showing condensation of water when the contents of a vessel containing “common
air” and “inflammable air” (i.e. hydrogen) are ignited. Johann and Antoine—
both conversant in the relevant science, neither possessing any special expertise,
Johann an advocate of the Phlogiston Theory, Antoine an opponent—are looking
at a glass labeled XYZ. It is not yet fully clear what Cavendish’s experiments have
shown: they are compatible with the idea that water is something deposited by
“common air” when a mixture of common air and “inflammable air” is ignited,
hence compatible with the notion that this glass of XYZ is water. Antoine follows
Cavendish: the glass of XYZ cannot, he claims, be water because the underlying
substance is not a compound of “inflammable air” and “common air”. Johann
does not: the glass of XYZ is, he claims, water so long as it was deposited in the
right way by ignition-stimulated phlogistication.
Johann and Antoine are each making assertions for which they lack sufficient
evidence: neither yet knows quite what Cavendish’s experiments have shown (and
therefore quite what substance ‘water’ really denotes). So it seems both are behaving
18 Henry Cavendish is the eighteenth century chemist usually credited with the discovery of water’s chem-

istry.
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irresponsibly.19 For each speaker, it is quite possible that his assertion could turn out
false: neither can say with well-founded confidence whether the glass of XYZ is in fact
water, because neither can say with well-founded confidence what substance ‘water’
actually happens to denote. This is the sort of semantic irresponsibility—that is to say,
epistemic irresponsibility grounded in a speaker’s failing to know (and knowing she
fails to know) the semantic value of a term that figures centrally20 in a claim she is
asserting—we normally expect to detect in a case in which the semantic value of a
term is not fully manifest to a competent speaker, but the speaker behaves as if it were.
Compare a context involving competing assertions of (6) and (7). Is there any
semantic irresponsibility here to criticize?21 Speaking roughly, one type of agent uses
(6)—entirely appropriately—to express one kind of normative commitment; the other
uses (7)—also entirely appropriately—to express a distinct normative commitment.
Each type of agent speaks correctly—in the minimal sense that each appropriately
deploys semantic competence to express a view about what to do. The disagreement
stems from different views about whether an STP-encoding way of decision-making
is correct. There is no clear semantic irresponsibility in using claims like (6) and (7)
to voice a (possibly tacit) commitment to a certain way of decision-making. Neither
an agent who uses an ‘ought’ to express disagreement with the majority preferences
in the Ellsberg problem, nor one who uses an ‘ought’ to express agreement with
these preferences, is at risk of making the sort of mistake that Johann and Antoine
make.
The defender of the ‘water’-‘ought’ analogy may reply that there is a disanalogy
between these cases. Notice that, in the Cavendish case, a responsible speaker will
know that she fails to know what substance the term ‘water’ actually happens to denote.
In the case of (6) and (7), and supposing that the meaning of ‘ought’ does determine a
way of decision-making, it is perhaps less plausible to think a responsible speaker will
know that she fails to know what way of decision-making that is; perhaps responsible
speakers are ignorant of the fact that the meaning of ‘ought’ does determine such
a procedure! The suggestion, then, is that this sort of higher-order knowledge may
19 To be clear, I do not assume that the norm of assertion is knowledge (or any particular norm of assertion
at all). I am noting that we can call the speakers’ assertions in this case irresponsible until the proper
interpretation of Cavendish’s experiments is settled. There is no similar sense of irresponsibility in those
cases that are often cited as counterexamples to the knowledge norm of assertion, e.g., the Prediction
(Jack Aubrey) and Retrodiction (Sherlock Holmes) cases of Weiner (2005). Of course scientists often use
assertions to responsibly advance hypotheses in cases where it is common ground that the hypothesis cannot
yet be believed with any real confidence. Let us stipulate that this is not what is going on here.
20 By a term figuring centrally in a claim, I mean something like: for the claim to have the truth-value the

speaker takes it to have, the speaker must be right about what that term’s semantic value actually happens
to be.
21 This argument does not strictly require the relatively strong claims in the main text here, i.e., that speakers
of both (6) and (7) are behaving responsibly. It is enough for my purposes that at least one—perhaps the
one that evinces a commitment to the correct decision theory—is behaving responsibly (whereas in the
Cavendish case, neither seems to be behaving responsibly). Maitra and Weatherson (2010) observe an
interesting related phenomenon: the correctness of a description of what agent S ought to do seems generally
to be, all by itself, sufficient for “proper” assertion (by S) of that description of what S ought to do. I am not
quite sure how to fit this observation into the story I am sketching here (in part because how the notion of
propriety that figures in the literature on norms of assertion relates to the notion of irresponsibility at stake
here is not entirely clear).
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explain our sense of irresponsibility in Cavendish, while its absence may explain our
lacking this sense in the case of (6) and (7), even though ‘water’ and ‘ought’ are
semantically analogous in the relevant sense.
In reply: in the Cavendish case, if Johann fails to know that he fails to know what
substance the term ‘water’ actually happens to denote, he is, I hope we are comfortable
saying, making a clear mistake. Given the state of the science, he should know that he
fails to know what substance the term ‘water’ actually denotes. A speaker of (6) or (7),
however, need not be making a mistake of this sort. She may be making a substantive
mistake (i.e., about what to do), if there is a fact of the matter about whether an STPencoding way of decision-making is correct (see footnote 21). But she is at risk of
making the same sort of mistake that Johann and Antoine make only if the meaning
of ‘ought’ does somehow manage to determine a way of decision-making that settles
the question of whether STP is correct. Our reticence in attributing such a mistake
to (at least one of) the speakers of (6) and (7) seems to indicate that we see no real
risk here, hence that we find it unlikely that the meaning of ‘ought’ would determine
a way of decision-making that settles the question of whether STP is correct. Maybe
we are wrong, but, once again, the evidential burden is on the theorist who sees things
differently to say why.
Let us draw the following moral: a theory of meaning for term X of language L
can in some cases (e.g. natural kind terms) make explanatory use of substantive truths
about X ’s subject-matter without risking impugning the competence of an ordinary
speaker of L. In these cases, a speaker of L is typically committed—in virtue of the
rules that govern the use of X in L—to these truths: we might say she accepts or is
committed to them tacitly (or perhaps de re). In such cases, the theory of meaning is not
“substantively neutral,” but that is because the rules governing the use of X in L are not
ultimately substantively neutral. I have argued here that there is no evidence of rules
governing the use of ‘ought’ in English that would suffice to settle which formulation
of Dominance is correct. If there is a fact of the matter here at all—something I do
not wish to take a stand on either way—it is nevertheless probably not settled by the
rules governing the use of ‘ought’ in English.
2.5 Generalizing
I have used the Dominance principle as my main example, but what I have said will
apply more generally. Dominance principles are not formulated in isolation: they are
consequences/predictions of normative decision theories. A normative decision theory,
for present purposes, is any object that instantiates the following structure.
Decision Theory (Schematic)
A decision theory D is a pair D , D  such that:
i. D is a class of decision problems that are well-formed by D’s lights.
ii. D is a (possibly partial) choice function mapping a well-formed decision
problem π ∈ D into the set of things, D (π ), that are permissible, by D’s
lights, for an agent in π to realize or bring about.
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Roughly, a decision theory D is a recipe for arriving at a range of D-permissible
alternatives in a well-formed (according to D) decision problem an agent might face.
Causal Decision Theory, for example, is such a recipe—one that exhorts the maximization of expected utility (as calculated using a certain kind of probability). But there
are many more prosaic examples of decision theories, in the sense intended here: any
recipe or instruction for transforming a body of information (roughly, the information
relevant for the agent’s decision) and body of preferences (roughly, those priorities
whose implementation is relevant for the agent’s decision) into a range of permissible
alternatives, counts as a decision theory. In particular:
• Any agent whose decision-making system outputs an intention from the agent’s
beliefs and desires can be understood to be implementing a decision theory.
• Judgments and utterances of (agent-directed) ‘ought’s tend to be generated by
decision theories: one represents the situation of an agent, the information that is
relevant in that situation, and the priorities whose implementation is relevant in
that situation; and one (tacitly) employs a function—a decision theory—from such
representations into a representation of the alternatives that would be permissible
for the agent to realize in that situation.
There are, I insist, many different decision theories whose acceptance is consistent
with full semantic competence with ‘ought’ (hence about which the semantic theory
of ‘ought’ should remain neutral). I have already argued that certain decision theories
that deliver STP as a consequence, as well as certain decision theories that do not,
fall under this heading. Other decision theories that fall under this heading include:
Causal Decision Theory (of the sort that says you ought to two-box in the Newcomb
Problem); Evidential Decision Theory (of the sort that says you ought to one-box in
the Newcomb Problem; here, see esp. Gibbard and Harper 1981; Joyce 1999); riskaverse decision theories (e.g., ones that use MaxiMin as their main decision rule;
for a classic discussion of MaxiMin within a specific form of political decisionmaking, see Rawls 1971: §26ff); decision theories which attempt to take risk into
account in other ways (e.g. Buchak 2013); knowledge-based decision theories and
their cousins (e.g. Hawthorne and Stanley 2008; Neta 2009); and many more besides
these (including representations of the “decision theories” that ordinary agents use in
generating verdicts about what to do from descriptions of the situation in which an
agent is supposed to act).22

3 Problems with neutrality
I have argued for a specific reading of the generally accepted constraint that a theory of
the meaning of ‘ought’ should be neutral on substantive questions—namely, I claim,
those questions whose various answers are consistent with semantic competence with
‘ought’. This section will outline some problems with this position. That it to say, it
22 Compare Carr (2012): “Our semantics for deontic modals shouldn’t preclude the possibility of expressing, without equivocation, the consequences of a reasonable decision rule” (171). I won’t rerun the argument
for each of these theories—I hope the reader can see pretty easily that what I have said about different ways
of encoding Dominance in a theory of rational decision-making should extend to each of these theories.
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will try to build a kind of case against SNP (and thus to discharge a bit of the burden
on the theorist who would encode a normative decision theory in the semantics for
‘ought’). The first problem is that the standard semantics for ‘ought’ in both linguistics and philosophy, Angelika Kratzer’s, is incompatible with neutrality: it encodes a
normative decision theory. A much more serious problem is that, once we denude the
semantics of such normative assumptions, we are left with a theory that is hard to recommend: the resultant theory seems to relinquish an unacceptable amount of predictive
power.
3.1 The standard
Kratzer’s analysis of ‘ought’ (Kratzer 1977, 1981, 1991, 2012) is likely familiar to
readers, so I will be brief. Kratzer treats specific readings of ‘ought’ as determined
by contextually supplied resolutions of two distinct parameters: the modal base f
and the ordering source g, each understood as supplying a set of propositions (when
evaluated at some possible world).23 The modal base supplies, roughly, a domain of
relevant possibilities that are subsequently ranked by the ordering source. A deontic
necessity modal quantifies (relative to a world of evaluation w) universally over the
set of possibilities compatible with f (w) that are best according to g(w).24
Of course, this semantics can only be predictive if there is some story about how to
go from f (w) and g(w) to the relevant domain of quantification—else the domain of
quantification is indeterminate and no concrete truth condition is generated. Kratzer
supplies a story whose crucial bits tell the theorist how to transform an ordering source
into a ranking on possible worlds (and subsequently a domain of quantification).
Definition 1 A possibility x is at least as good as possibility y by lights of g(w),
notation y g(w) x, iff { p ∈ g(w): y ∈ p} ⊆ { p ∈ g(w): x ∈ p}.
Definition 2 A possibility x is strictly better than possibility y by lights of g(w),
notation y ≺g(w) x, iff y g(w) x and x g(w) y.
Definition 3 Given modal base f , ordering source g, world ofevaluation w: the
domain of quantification, notation min g(w) ( f (w)), is {x ∈
f (w) | ¬∃y ∈

f (w): x ≺ y}.
Unpacking: x is at least as good as y just if every priority satisfied by y is also satisfied
by x; x is strictly better than y just if every priority satisfied by y is also satisfied by x,
but there is also some priority satisfied by x that y fails to satisfy as well. The domain
of quantification is simply the set of possibilities compatible with the modal base that
can’t be improved on (by lights of the considerations in g). We thus arrive at this truth
condition for ‘ought’:
23 Propositions in this literature tend to be understood as sets of possibilities (equivalently: functions from
possibilities into truth values). This is a simplifying assumption on which nothing crucial turns.
24 This makes some more simplifying assumptions—e.g. the Limit Assumption. Kratzer’s official truth
condition for ‘ought’ is fairly complicated, but these complications turn out to be unnecessary so long as
one assumes that the number of worlds ordered by is finite. There are cases in which this assumption
probably should not be made (see, e.g., Swanson 2008), but we will ignore them here.
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Definition 4 ought(φ) is true at w given f and g, notation ought(φ) f,g,w = 1, iff
∀v ∈ min g(w) ( f (w)): φ f,g,v = 1.
Putting the pieces together, the core idea is that it ought (given f and g) to be that p
just if every possibility compatible with f that does a good enough job at achieving
the priorities encoded in g is one in which p.
3.2 Against the standard
Kratzer’s semantics has confronted a number of recent challenges, especially in the
literature surrounding the Miner Paradox (Kolodny and MacFarlane 2010). Speaking
generally and roughly, these challenges say that Kratzer’s semantics does not say
enough about how changes in information (of the sort induced when one entertains
the antecedent of an indicative conditional) can affect the ranking that determines
the domain of quantification for the deontic modal (Charlow 2013b; Cariani et al.
2013; Carr 2012, 2015; Silk 2014). This criticism can be glossed roughly as follows:
Kratzer’s semantics does not take the decision-theoretic phenomenon of conditional
desirability—the fact that what is preferred can change given certain changes to one’s
information—properly into account (see footnote 11). If this is right, then, so far as
decision theory is concerned, Kratzer’s semantics encodes too little.25
Here, I want to stress a rather different point: Kratzer’s semantics does encodes some
decision theory or other (in the sense of Sect. 2.5), since it encodes a recipe for generating a range of “permissibles”—permissibly realizable alternative possibilities—from
the decision problem characterized jointly by f and g. That decision theory is, moreover, substantive: there are decision theories seemingly consistent with semantic
competence for ‘ought’, with which Kratzer’s semantics is incompatible. So far as
decision theory is concerned, Kratzer’s semantics actually encodes too much.26
25 This debate has (not at all coincidentally) played out in a way that mirrors the structure of this paper.
Kolodny and MacFarlane (2010) first noticed that the ordering relevant for interpreting deontic modals must
be able to change given a contraction of the modal base, if we are to predict the consistency of:
(8) a. The miners are in A or B.
b. If they’re in A, we ought to block A.
c. If they’re in B, we ought to block B.
d. We shouldn’t block A or B.

Charlow (2013b) and Cariani et al. (2013) criticized them for not saying how the ordering changed given
such a contraction (and thus, inter alia, failing to predict that (8b) and (8c) were true in the Miner Puzzle),
and offered alternative accounts of this change. Carr (2012, 2015) criticized these papers on grounds
of neutrality: both papers invoked decision rules—Charlow (2013b) a knowledge-based decision theory,
Cariani et al. (2013) MaxiMin—to allow them to make these predictions. So there seemed to be a dilemma
between predictive gaps and (decision-theoretic) neutrality violations. This is akin to the dilemma I am
setting up here.
26 Carr (2012, 2015) criticizes Kratzer (as well as Charlow 2013b; Cariani et al. 2013) for this reason
too. However, according to Carr, Kratzer encodes the decision rule MaxiMax, “the rule that one should
choose the option that has some chance of having the best possible outcome. This is a straightforward
consequence of the more basic commitment of that semantics: that we should always simply bring about
the best possible outcome in the modal background” (177). But this questions seems to me more complicated
than this. As Kratzer (2012) notes, there is nothing impossible (or even odd) about an ordering source that
demotes possibilities in which the best outcome (as determined by the portion of the ordering source that
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Here, briefly, are some of the substantive decision-theoretic assumptions that
Kratzer’s semantics seems to encode (compare Carr 2012, 2015; Cariani 2016).27
• Ordinal value. It cannot represent cardinal differences in value: g(w) induces
an ordinal ranking on possibilities compatible with f (w).
• Qualitative information. It distinguishes only between possibilities compatible
with f (w) and possibilities that are not. It cannot represent quantitative differences in probability or likelihood between such possibilities (and thus cannot
represent the effect such differences tend to have on decision-making).
• Incommensurability. Whenever both { p ∈ g(w): y ∈ p}  { p ∈ g(w): x ∈
p} and { p ∈ g(w): x ∈ p}  { p ∈ g(w): y ∈ p}, x and y are incomparable:
x  y and y  x. It thus fails to represent differences in priority between
propositions in g(w): it cannot straightforwardly represent the preferences of
an agent S for whom x realizes one thing S cares about, and y realizes a distinct,
incompatible thing S cares about, but x outranks y (e.g. because the priority x
realizes is more important than the priority that y realizes).
• STP. Consider schematic decision problems P1 and P2 . Assume that the agent’s
information and preferences over outcomes are fixed across P1 and P2 .

Fix a world of evaluation w, and consider P1 . If from w all the best possibilities
are possibilities in which I is selected—if, that is to say, P1 ’s agent ought to
select I in w—then, since I and II are equivalent given ¬E, some X -possibility
is better, by lights of g(w), than any Y -possibility; very roughly, it satisfies
strictly more propositions in g(w) than any Y -possibility. Let x be any such
possibility. Now consider P2 . In P2 , x also satisfies strictly more propositions
in g(w) than any Y -possibility. Since III and IV are equivalent given ¬E, some
III-possibility (namely, x) satisfies strictly more propositions in g(w) than any
IV-possibility. Relative to a single g(w), then, P1 ’s agent ought, in P1 , to select
I only if that agent ought, in P2 , to select III.
These assumptions are encoded as matters of definition.28 Ordinal value is encoded
because the ordering source is taken to induce an ordinal ranking; qualitative informaFootnote 26 continued
tracks basic considerations of value) is realized by accident, chance, or luck, while promoting possibilities
in which second-best outcomes are realized through skill, intelligence, or wisdom. (Whether this new
semantics resolves the Miner Paradox is a different issue—one about which I am more pessimistic.) I do
agree with Carr about Kratzer’s inability to represent cardinal value and probability, as we will see. I am
here indebted to discussion with Fabrizio Cariani.
27 It is not crucial that Kratzer’s semantics encodes all of these assumptions—only that it encodes some, and
that the ones it does encode are objectionable in view of the proper understanding of Substantive Neutrality.
28 The semantics thus seems to have the remarkable property that any object-language sentence expressing
such a decision-theoretic assumption is in some sense a theorem of the semantics. It is worth noting that
Kratzer’s semantics also encodes less normatively controversial assumptions like the Transitivity of ,
Acyclicity of ≺, and what is alternately known as Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives or Principle
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tion is encoded because the modal “base” is defined as a qualitative body of information
(i.e. a set of propositions); Incommensurability is encoded because is defined in
terms of ⊆; and STP is encoded because the domain of quantification min g(w) ( f (w))
is defined independently of “global” characteristics of the decision problem. Given
Sect. 2, however, it seems objectionable for a semantics for ‘ought’ to encode any
of these assumptions. ‘Ought’-judgments that express the verdict of a cardinal utility
function are not revelatory of semantic incompetence. The same goes for ‘ought’judgments expressing verdicts of R-valued probability measures; the utilization of
priorities within one’s preferences that allow one to resolve prima facie incomparabilities; or STP-violating preferences. For all I have said, any of these things may make
an agent practically or epistemically irrational or mistaken. But to implicitly conflate
being mistaken with a form of semantic incompetence is itself a mistake.
3.3 Enriched ordering sources?
A natural maneuver for Kratzer’s semantics—and an independently common strategy
for dealing with problems like those arising from the Miner Paradox—is to suggest that
judgments that are in apparent tension with a semantic theory’s prima facie decisiontheoretic commitments can be accommodated, by proposing nuanced resolutions of
the modal base and (especially) ordering source (this is, broadly speaking, the strategy
of Dowell 2012; von Fintel 2012; Katz et al. 2012; Charlow 2013b).
To illustrate, consider again the Ellsberg problem. Note that it would be possible
for Kratzer’s semantics to predict that (7) is true for an agent who has selected I,
if III is (loosely speaking) “risky” and “risk” is regarded as a mark of disvalue in
the context. In other words, the maneuver attempts to accommodate STP-violating
preferences by, roughly, treating the proposition that one minimizes risk as part of
the ordering source. To similar effect, we can construct ordering sources that resolve
incomparabilities, by, for example, constructing “a derived ordering that encodes the
notion that, other things being equal, the more expectations that are satisfied, the
better,” so that the relevant ordering source induces a total order—ordering worlds
according to the number of propositions in the non-derived ordering source that worlds
satisfy—over worlds compatible with the modal base (Katz et al. 2012: 493).
Here, this maneuver amounts to a change of subject. I am not suggesting that it fails
for its intended target: accommodating canonical object-language judgments of truth,
consistency, or entailment in, e.g., the Miner Paradox.29 But the point I am making
about neutrality is not a point about predicting phenomena in the object-language. It is a
Footnote 28 continued
α—i.e. if x ∈ min g(w) ( f (w)), then x remains among the best worlds in any contraction of f (w) containing
x. Is implicit acceptance of such things a condition of semantic competence with ‘ought’? I am unsure:
there are lively literatures in philosophy and economics challenging each of these assumptions; it is doubtful
that the proponents of heterodoxy are, in virtue of their semantic competence with respect to ‘ought’, even
tacitly committed to the assumptions in question. While I am inclined to attribute some irrationality to some
participants in these literatures, attributing semantic incompetence with ‘ought’ could seem extreme. There
may, however, be countervailing empirical considerations that will demand encoding such assumptions.
29 I do, however, think the maneuver fails for its intended target (see Charlow 2013b; Carr 2015).
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point about the decision theoretic commitments of Kratzer’s semantics—commitments
that we have accessed directly, i.e., by interpreting the semantics in our theoretical
metalanguage, rather than indirectly, i.e., by interpreting the semantics through the
lens of the predictions it makes about object-language phenomena. The theoretical
interpretation rests only on the claims that (1) for deontic interpretations of ‘ought’,
the relevant information ( f ) and relevant priorities (g) jointly characterize a decision
problem, (2) a recipe for transforming a decision problem into a range of permissible alternatives counts as a decision theory. To interpret the claims of Sect. 3.2 as
claims about the inability of Kratzer’s semantics to accommodate phenomena in the
object-language is to misinterpret me.
To put the point somewhat differently, on the maneuver I’m here criticizing, it is,
in the Ellsberg problem, possible that (7) is true for an agent who has selected I, if III
is risky (and risk is regarded as a mark of disvalue). If, however, risk is regarded as
disvaluable, the relevant decision table is in fact something like this (cf. Joyce 1999:
102) (Table 3):
Table 3 The Modified Ellsberg Problem

But I stress: I have made no claims about the predictions of Kratzer’s semantics for
such decision problems.30 The claims I have made apply only to decision problems
that are instances of the type invoked by STP. It is obvious that the Modified Ellsberg
Problem is not of this type. Unless decision problems with the features I intend are, for
some reason, excluded by considerations of semantic competence—but why would
they be?31 —it is hard to see how the observation that there are available alternative
decision problems (that make palatable predictions about object-language phenomena)
engages the concerns I am presenting here.
3.4 Denuding?
While any of the substantive assumptions of Sect. 3.2 could be replaced with something more substantively plausible, that would of course not really get to the heart
of the problem: if SNP is taken seriously, a semantics for ‘ought’ should encode no
30 Nor does STP make any predictions about whether preferring I to II commits one to preferring III to
IV in such a decision problem. As Joyce (1999: 102) writes: “[T]he common ‘preferences’ in the Ellsberg
problem can falsify [STP] only if they are not based on a desire to know the objective chances.” That is to
say, if we understand risk-aversion in Ellsberg as a desire to know the objective chances in Ellsberg, the
decision problem used to present the Ellsberg problem is misdescribed for risk-averse agents.
31 Perhaps semantically competent risk-averse agents confronted with the Ellsberg problem always end
up psychologically representing a distinct decision problem. Similarly, perhaps, semantically competent
agents who resolve prima facie incomparabilities between alternative possibilities do so by representing
a distinct decision problem in which no incomparabilities are witnessed. It is important to recognize that
these suggestions amount to quite strong (and very probably false) commitments in rational psychology;
they certainly cannot be assumed a priori. For relevant discussion and references, see Kahneman (2003).
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substantive normative assumptions, plausible or otherwise. Such assumptions should
be excised.
What should go? Definition 1 to start: this definition is responsible for requiring the
ordering source to determine an ordinal ranking (as well as for enforcing Incommensurability). Similarly, we should no longer assume that f and g are qualitative in nature:
we should at least allow that the information relevant for evaluating an ‘ought’ can
be probabilistic in nature, and that the priorities relevant for evaluating an ‘ought’ can
characterize, e.g., a cardinal utility function. To avoid presupposing STP, we should no
longer assume that the domain of quantification min g(w) ( f (w)) is defined independently of “global” characteristics of the decision problem; the recipe for generating
min g(w) ( f (w)) should make room for decision-making that takes into account things
like risk (without presupposing that risk-aversion must be represented by utilizing a
decision problem in which risk is represented as a bad-making feature of an action).
What remains when these assumptions are excised? Something like the idea that
‘ought’ is a universal quantifier over a domain somehow determined—in a manner
sensitive to global features of decision problems (like risk)—by a (possibly probabilistic) informational parameter f and prioritizing parameter g (that possibly induces a
cardinal ranking of possibilities). We may still, however, gloss a sentence of the form
ought(φ) as follows: if things go well enough, by the lights of the relevant information
and priorities—where “well enough, by the lights of…” is understood so as to be
compatible with a decision-rule that violates STP—φ must be true.
Alas we cannot be happy with the resulting decision theoretically-denuded account
of ‘ought’. It cannot predict a great deal of what such an account should predict. The
remainder of this section will identify some related aspects of this problem.32
Indeterminate domains. The account on offer is unacceptably vague: f and g must
determine a domain of quantification in a way that is compatible with semantically
competent ‘ought’-judgments by agents whose decision-making violates STP. For
the truth-condition of an ‘ought’ to be theoretically determinate, the domain must be
generated as a function of f and g. No specification of the properties of this function
seems to be forthcoming. Indeed, no specification of the properties of this function
seems possible: how could a single function represent the decision-rule expressed by
both STP-respecting and STP-violating ‘ought’-judgments?
Decision-theoretic content. The denuded semantics for ‘ought’ also cannot represent
what is intuitively expressed by typical judgments and utterances of many ‘ought’claims. When an agent judges an ‘ought’-sentence to be true (and subsequently asserts
it), she typically33 employs a decision theory (in the sense of Sect. 2.5). A decision
theory is the thing that gets her from her representation of the relevant decision problem
32 The problem, to be clear, is not that this theory has no predictive content. It predicts, for instance, that
‘ought’ is a universal quantifier, and thus predicts some prima facie puzzling inferences involving ‘ought’
to be valid (for discussion, see von Fintel 2012; Cariani 2013). But it does not have enough.
33 Many ‘ought’-judgments—perhaps “evaluative” oughts (cf. Schroeder 2011)—plausibly do not involve
any sort of representation of a decision problem at all (and so we do not need to attribute use of a decision
theory to the relevant agent in order to account for them). It may be that Kratzer’s theory is well-suited to
representing the content of such judgments. But it will not do for the judgments I am discussing in the main
text.
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to a judgment of what ought to be done in that decision problem; as such, it is typically
an essential “ingredient” in the content of a judgment to the effect that a specific
‘ought’-sentence is true. A semantics that represents only the decision problem—
represents only an informational parameter f and prioritizing parameter g, but not the
rule by which f and g determine a range of things the agent in the decision problem
can permissibly realize—apparently fails to represent an essential “ingredient” in the
content of the judgments in question.
Suppose we have two agents who agree about the characteristics of the relevant
decision problem—whose judgments are apparently grounded in identical f and g—
but who nevertheless disagree about what an agent in such a decision problem should
do. Consider, e.g., the Ellsberg problem. Two speakers agree that in decision problem
A an agent should select option I, but disagree about what to do in decision problem
B. Recall examples (6) and (7), repeated here:
(9)

You ought to select III.

(10)

You may select IV.

The speaker who asserts (9) evinces her “use” of a decision theory that is consistent
with STP, while the speaker who asserts (10) evinces her “use” of a decision theory
that is not (e.g. a risk-sensitive decision theory). These speakers disagree, but not in
virtue of disagreeing about any relevant feature of decision problem B.34 We would
like a semantics to somehow represent this disagreement. In denuding the semantics
of decision-theoretic content, we risk preventing ourselves from doing this.35
Truth and entailment. There is a strong suspicion that saying the right things about
inferences (2) and (5) requires incorporating some kind of Dominance principle into
our semantic theory. A semantic theory which declines to encode Dominance reasoning
cannot straightforwardly account for either the apparent semantic guarantee associated
with (2), or the special absurdity of (5) (which I am inclined to attribute to a particular
misunderstanding of Dominance reasoning).
34 One may suggest that this disagreement is located in the fact that such speakers evince different
priorities—i.e. risk-indifferent and risk-averse—hence evince different g’s, hence do not actually agree
on the relevant features of the decision problem. (This is akin to the earlier-mentioned suggestion—by
those who have wished to defend the majority preferences in the Ellsberg problem while retaining STP—
that the payoffs in the Ellsberg problem are misdescribed, since they fail to represent the “negative payoff”
that is involved for the average agent in choosing a risky alternative.) I address this above. For further
discussion, see Charlow (2016).
35 This argument is not to be conflated with the Relativist’s well-known claim that Contextualism mishan-

dles disagreement (e.g. MacFarlane 2011, 2014). My objection is not that the denuded Kratzer semantics
cannot identify propositional contents expressed by (9) and (10) that are incompatible. I am not assuming—
and would not wish to assume—that disagreement needs to be accounted for in such a way (for arguments
against thinking of disagreement in this way, see Plunkett and Sundell 2013). I do assume that a semantics should represent such disagreement as disagreement about something: perhaps about a propositional
content, but also perhaps about which resolution of a variable semantic parameter is appropriate to use in
generating a judgment of the form ought(φ) (cf. Plunkett and Sundell 2013). A semantics that declines
to represent decision theories has difficulty representing the disagreement associated with (9) and (10) as
about anything at all.
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Examples like this multiply. There is a strong suspicion that, if (9) is true, its truth
is due to the correctness of a STP-respecting decision theory. Again, it is hard to see
how to account for this relationship in a denuded Kratzer semantics.
To bring the point out, consider a case related to the Ellsberg problem—the Allais
problem. A ball is drawn at random from an urn containing 100 balls (89 red, 1 black,
10 yellow), with the payoff to you as follows (Table 4):
Table 4 The Allais Problem




89
1
B 100
C
R 100



10
Y 100

D



89
R 100



1
B 100



10
Y 100

V
VI

1,000,000
5,000,000

VII
VIII

0
0

1,000,000
0

1,000,000
5,000,000

1,000,000
1,000,000

1,000,000
0

As with the Ellsberg problem, the paradox arises from the fact that the well-confirmed
majority preference for this sort of case seems to violate STP: most agents think they
ought to select V rather than VI, but VIII rather than VII.36
On the face of things, there is something like an entailment between (11) and (12).
(I will clarify the sense in which I take (11) to imply (12) below.)
(11)
(12)

If you select I in A, you ought to select III in B.
If you select V in C, you ought to select VII in D.

That is to say: if (11) is true, it is plausibly STP that makes it so. Further, STP’s
responsibility for (11)’s truth should imply that there is a kind of semantic guarantee
holding between (11) and (12): if one is true, that is due to STP, in which case the
other must also be true. The denuded Kratzer semantics cannot account for this sort
of apparent semantic guarantee. The denuded semantics represents only features of a
decision problem: f and g; it does not represent the rule by which f and g determine a
range of things the agent in the decision problem can permissibly realize. But decision
problems C/D are utterly distinct from decision problems A/B: effectively the only
thing they have in common is the fact that their payoffs are determined for each bet by
drawing a ball from an urn. It is a mystery, on this account, why there would be any
kind of semantic guarantee of the sort I have claimed exists between (11) and (12).

4 Competent normative judgment
It might seem that any theorist of the meaning of ‘ought’ is liable to confront the tension
explored in the prior section. To give a theory that can cover every way ‘ought’ is used
by a semantically competent speaker, the theorist needs to jettison any assumption not
required by bare semantic competence with ‘ought’. But, to be predictive, a theory
36 As in Ellsberg, a commonly cited explanation involves risk (though notice that the kind of risk-aversion
on display in Allais is not the kind that is grounded in a desire to know the objective chances, as in Ellsberg).
The risk in Allais is risk in a more ordinary sense of the word: preferring VI means trading a sure million
for a 10% chance at 5 million (and a 1% chance of nothing). That’s risky! But preferring VIII to VII means
trading an 11% chance at a million for a 10% chance at 5 million (which doesn’t strike us as all that risky).
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needs to utilize a decision-theory. If we read this tension pessimistically enough, we
may be inclined to conclude that the project of devising a predictive theory of the
semantics of ‘ought’ is a hopeless one, and should be abandoned.37 Alternatively, one
could take the tension as a reductio of SNP, however plausible that principle might
have seemed.
This section will sketch a more ecumenical alternative. It is possible to build a wellfunctioning theory for ‘ought’ around the following idea: the basic job of a theory
for ‘ought’ is to represent the relation of competent acceptance/judgment between
an agent and an ‘ought’. Such a theory deals smoothly with the tension I have just
highlighted: it is predictive, while also remaining appropriately neutral on substantive
(e.g. decision-theoretic) questions.
The proper interpretation of this semantics is, I will suggest, Expressivistic in nature:
the fundamental relation of the semantics is one that holds between an agent and a
sentence, in virtue of (non-propositionally-individuable) characteristics of that agent’s
state of mind—a relation, that is to say, of competent acceptance. I will sketch a broad
theory of normative communication in which this idea figures prominently. I will
conclude by saying why the form of Expressivism in question should be regarded as
neutral between various ways of resolving certain foundational issues in meta-ethics.

4.1 A general account
Let us start by considering a semantics for ‘ought’ in which utilitarianism (say) was
hard-coded. There would be arguments against such a semantics that look quite like
the arguments we gave against Kratzer’s semantics (Sect. 3.2), and hence some reason
to revise the semantics, by excising this substantive normative assumption. How would
we do that? The natural move would be to introduce a parameter into the semantics
that somehow represented the role of considerations of value—thus allowing us to
represent the ordering on possible alternatives that seems to be an essential part of a
judgment of the form ought(φ)—without assuming that the desirability of an action
was a function of how much happiness it brought about. (This is, roughly, the semantic
role that actually is played by g in Kratzer’s semantics.) The general lesson is that,
when the truth condition of ‘ought’ seems essentially to involve some object about
whose properties we—as theorists—wish to remain neutral, we can achieve neutrality
by introducing this object as a separate semantic parameter, while allowing the value
of that parameter to vary as needed.38
37 One way to develop this pessimistic line of thought would be to assimilate the phenomena discussed in
Sect. 3.4 to the inference in (2), while holding that none are properly semantic phenomena, since none can
be given a properly semantic account without running afoul of Substantive Neutrality. My own view, as I
will try to explain in the next section, is that all of these phenomena, including the inference in (2), can
be given a semantic account (provided we take on the account I develop here). This is fortunate, since the
phenomena in question do seem, on the face of things, to be semantic in nature.
38 There is reason for caution—owing to concerns about overgeneration—about this mode of argument.
There is, for example, controversy about the proper understanding what it takes for an action to be done
‘freely.’ Should we thus parametrize the semantic evaluation of the expression ‘free’ to different views
about what it takes for an action to be done freely? That would be surprising if it were true. In reply, I claim
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I submit, then, that a semantics for ‘ought’ should represent a decision problem π
and decision theory D—understood as a pair ,  of a set of well-formed decision
problems  and a choice function —as distinct parameters of evaluation.39 Relative
to some D = , , the choice function , when applied to some π ∈ , is the set
of things40 that are permissible, by D’s lights, for the agent of π to realize or bring
about. Along these lines:
Definition 5 ought(φ),,π,w = 1 iff ∀v ∈ w (π ): φ,,π,v = 1.
Some clarificatory notes. This is presently intended as a semantics for the deontic
‘ought’ (though we will consider an extension to other modal flavors below). We allow
that  and  may vary in extension with a choice of w: which decision problems are
well-formed at w can depend on which decision problems are available at w, and the
particular properties of the choice function can, at least in principle, depend on w. We
/ w .
assume that ought(φ),,π,w is undefined when π ∈
This semantics makes no assumptions about what shape ,  must take. In
particular,  can be the choice function of any decision theory whatever—various
Bayesian decision theories (like Causal and Evidential Decision Theory), qualitative
(non-Bayesian) decision theories of the sort used by ordinary agents in decisionmaking, etc. In any case where w (π ) is defined, the semantics yields a concrete
condition under which ought(φ),,π,w = 1.
The very best argument for introducing a semantic parameter in this way is that
there are compositional mechanisms (e.g. binding or shifting by quantificational and
intensional operators) that seem to require it. Though this is a complicated topic, there is
evidence that compositional mechanisms require both decision-problem and decisiontheoretic parameters. Since the former claim is less controversial—indeed, given my
understanding of a decision problem, already implicit in Kratzer’s semantics41 —I will
provide some apparent examples of the latter:
(13)

If maximizing causal expected utility is the thing to do, you ought to two-box in
the Newcomb Problem.

Footnote 38 continued
that we should do this if, but only if, there are empirical considerations that motivate this independently
(akin to the empirical considerations discussed in Sect. 3.4, and the binding data discussed immediately
below). I doubt that the empirical case can be established for ‘freely.’ I am optimistic that the empirical
case can be made for, e.g., imperatives and other kinds of “normatively laden” language. I am not inclined
to regard this as overgeneration; rather it is testament to the explanatory power of the theory given here. For
related discussion, see Charlow (2016).
39 This is also the strategy of Carr (2012, 2015). More on this below.
40 What kind of things? Here I treat them as possibilia, but other options can be imagined. I am fond of the

idea that w (π ) delivers a set of actions in contexts in which ‘ought’ has a practical (prescriptive, agentdirected), meaning. When w (π ) is a set of actions, a condition of the form ‘∀v ∈ w (π ): φ,,π,v =
1’ can be read as follows: for each action v permissible by D’s lights in π , φ is a way of doing v. I
think this will be helpful in the project of distinguishing the so-called “practical” ‘ought’ from the socalled “evaluative” ‘ought’ (see Schroeder 2011). I will here abstract away from the complications this idea
generates.
41 For examples of “binding” the informational dimensions of a decision problem, see Cariani (2016).
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(14)
(15)

If you want to maximize causal expected utility, you ought to two-box in the
Newcomb Problem.
To maximize causal expected utility, you ought to two-box in the Newcomb
Problem.

Other theorists will surely try to explain these examples in some fashion other than
what is being suggested here. Nevertheless, they are unsurprising—and admit of relatively straightforward explanation—if the function of the operators in question is
as it appears to be: binding or shifting a decision-theoretic parameter of semantic
evaluation.

4.2 Attractions
The theoretical attractions of this account are many. The clearest is that the semantics is compatible with effectively any normative commitment, decision-theoretic
or otherwise. Nevertheless, it displays impressive predictive power. The apparently
dominance-underwritten inference in (2) can be given a semantic account. We start
by defining the following notion of validity—a notion more restricted than (full-stop
logical) validity, but nevertheless obviously semantic in character.
D-validity
Let D = ,  be a decision theory. The argument
∀π, w: φ1

D,π,w

= · · · = φn

D,π,w

=1⇒

ψD,π,w

φ1 ,...,φn
ψ

is D-valid iff

= 1.

An inference is D-valid, roughly, when the satisfaction of its premises (by D) entails
the satisfaction of its conclusion (by D). So long as D secures a respectable notion of
Dominance, it is not hard to see the outlines of an account of (2)’s impeccability: for
any such D, the inference is intuitively D-valid.
The inference in (5), by contrast, is easily rendered D-invalid. Simply choose a
D on which Dominance reasoning is restricted to decision problems where the relevant contingencies are (causally or probabilistically) independent of the available
actions.42
By representing decision theories semantically, we avoid the various problems that
afflict a decision-theoretically-denuded semantics (Sect. 3.4). We no longer fail to represent the essential decision-theoretic “ingredient” in the content of a judgment of the
form ought(φ). We are thus able to represent the disagreement between the speakers
of (9) and (10) as about something: the disagreement is about which decision theory
to use in generating a judgment about what to do in decision problem B. (I’ll say a bit
more about this below.)

42 It’s slightly more complicated than this: we need to pair an appropriate choice of D with an appropriate

semantics for the conditional (and appropriate statement of the consequence relation on which constructive
dilemma is not generally valid). For discussion, see Willer (2012).
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We straightforwardly account for the apparent semantic guarantee between (11) and
(12). Fix an STP-respecting decision theory D. It is not hard to see why (11)D,π,w =
1 would imply that (12)D,π,w = 1.43 Again, the inference is D-valid.
4.3 Modal flavor
Parametrization to decision theories is also the strategy of Carr (2012, 2015), though
the formal details are different (and Carr is a Contextualist about the resulting
semantics—a commitment I shall criticize below). The major difference is that Carr
uses decision theories to induce an ordering on worlds in the manner of Definition
1: in Carr’s system, given a decision rule r , information state s, and value function
v (assigning values in R to worlds according to their degree of relative desirability),
rs,v characterizes an ordering source (see Carr 2015: §5.4). For example, if r exhorts
maximization of expected value, rs,v is the ordering source given by the singleton:
rs,v = {you maximize s-expected v-value}
This rs,v induces an ordering on worlds in the standard way (Definition 1). Thus the
domain of quantification for the deontic modal, relative to such an rs,v , will tend to
include only worlds in which you maximize s-expected v-value.
A prima facie reason for preferring Carr’s semantics to mine is that Carr’s semantics
preserves the key insight of Kratzer’s original account, namely, that deontic modality is
just a species of a systematically related genus of modalities (including modals that lack
action-guiding or advisory readings, e.g., epistemic modals). On Carr’s account, like
Kratzer’s, all modals take ordering source arguments (and characterize their domains
of quantification in the manner of Sect. 3.1); deontic modals are distinguished by
taking ordering source arguments that are generally resolved by appeal to a decision
rule and s, v pair.
There is, I would like to suggest, no obvious barrier to using a semantics of the shape
described in Definition 5 to represent non-deontic readings of the modal ‘ought’. I can
only sketch my reasons for thinking such an extension can be effected in the barest outline here. I stress that this is not a worked-out account of how such an extension would
go. It is only an attempt to develop the conceptual underpinnings of such an extension.
My semantics relativizes deontic modals to two non-standard parameters: a choice
of decision theory and decision problem. Decision problems, in the decision theorist’s
sense, are (roughly) tables comparing alternative actions in terms of their outcomes
relative to different relevant contingencies. A bare set of alternatives (e.g. possible
worlds that are, given what is known, candidates for actuality) might be understood as a
decision problem, in an extended sense of the notion: not a set of alternative actions, but
43 Note: the π superscript in (11)D ,π,w and (12)D ,π,w is assumed to be null, since the decision

problems relevant for evaluating (11) and (12) are supplied explicitly by material in the antecedents and
consequents of these conditionals. I again concede that, since these are conditionals (and conditionals are
tricky), the details involved in actually securing this implication will not be trivial. But it is not hard to get
a feel for how the general story would work: D, if true, will subsequently guarantee the truth of both (11)
and (12).
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a set of alternatives for what the world might be like, given some relevant background
information. In this light, a decision problem in the decision-theoretic sense might be
regarded as a more structured analogue of a more general notion: one that presents not
epistemic alternatives, but available alternative actions, relevant contingencies, and a
way of modeling the outcome of performing an action in a relevant contingency. All
modals that are evaluated against a background set of alternatives—so far as I can tell,
this is all modals—might then be understood as relative to a (possibly structured) set
of alternatives (hence as relative to a “decision problem”).
Similarly, all modals might be understood as relative to a decision theory, in an
extended sense of that notion. A decision theory as I have presented it here is a structured object D = , , with  a set of decision problems well-formed according to
D and  a choice function determined by D. There is, I would like to suggest, a sense
in which any selection function—any device for selecting a set of alternatives from
within a range of alternatives—might be regarded as (or, more precisely, might be
regarded as encoding) a decision theory, in an extended sense, since its functional role
in the semantics is the same as that of the choice function: to winnow down the alternatives presented by the relevant decision problem. From this perspective, a choice of
selection function might amount to a choice of decision theory, in the extended sense
of “decision theory” that I have suggested here.44
Certain modal flavors (e.g., deontic) might be tied to certain ways of resolving the
suggested relativity: deontic modals would be interpreted, on the view I am suggesting
here, relative to a bona fide decision problem and decision theory (in the sense of
Sect. 2.5). Other modal flavors (e.g., epistemic) would be interpreted relative to (1)
a set of relevant alternative possibilities (what I here call a “decision problem” in an
extended sense), (2) some recipe for selecting a subset of the set of relevant possibilities
(what I here call a “decision theory” in an extended sense). Such an account, suitably
developed, would represent one way of preserving Kratzer’s insight that the modal
flavors should be modeled, roughly speaking, as species of the same genus. So far as
this desideratum is concerned, I can see no reason, in principle, for preferring Carr’s
semantics to mine.
Not, however, so far as Neutrality is concerned. It is important to note that Carr
retains Kratzer’s problematic (Sect. 3.2) recipe for inducing an ordering over relevant
alternative possibilities—I do not. In contexts where rs,v is, e.g., a two-membered set
{ p, q}, Carr predicts incomparabilities between worlds that satisfy p (but not q) and
worlds that satisfy q (but not p)—incomparabilities that are problematic for reasons
we’ve already seen. Such incomparabilities can, in principle, be resolved with added
semantic structure (as seen in Sect. 3.3; see also Carr 2015: 706n34). But it is, I take
it, preferable to simply avoid encoding the incomparability-generating decision rule
44 Indeed, in Kratzer’s analysis, a modal base f is a set of propositions that, relative to w, characterizes a

set
f (w) of alternatives compatible with it, which are narrowed down to a domain of quantification by
application of the selection function min g(w) (·). I have here characterized the modal base f as a decision
problem and the selection function min g(w) as a decision rule. Earlier, however, I characterized f and g
jointly as a decision problem. Both characterizations are apt. Kratzer’s g is doing double-duty: g provides a
list of criteria for preferring certain worlds to other worlds (not unlike a utility function) as well as, given
 the
definition of min g(w) (·) (Sect. 3.1), a procedure for selecting among alternatives compatible with
f (w)
(not unlike a decision theory).
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that would necessitate this sort of repair strategy. Encoding such a decision rule is a
violation of SNP; the prospect of added semantic structure to resolve incomparabilities does not change the fact that the semantics encodes a problematic decision rule
(Sect. 3.3).45
4.4 Representors
I say that D and π satisfy ought(φ) (relative to w) when ought(φ)D,π,w = 1.
What do I mean by this: what fact does the satisfaction of ought(φ) by D and π
represent? Ordinarily, the model-theoretic relation of satisfaction (e.g. of sentence ψ,
by a possible world w) is understood as truth (of ψ, at w). Is this, in the end, a sensible
way of thinking of the relationship between ought(φ), D, and π ?
I am unsure. On the face of things, D, π  represents something quasi-psychological
in nature: a normative point-of-view or perspective that an agent can instantiate. When
D, π  satisfies ought(φ), this in turn seems to represent something like acceptance—
by an agent representable as having normative perspective D, π —of ought(φ).
Maybe (as MacFarlane-type Relativists will perhaps think) it makes sense to say that
a point-of-view—or a context of assessment associated with that point-of-view—can
make ought(φ) true. Maybe (as I am inclined to think) it doesn’t (cf. Charlow 2016).
We can, at this juncture, prescind from this question (though I’ll say a bit more about
it in Sect. 4.6). Provided that D, π  represents a normative perspective, proponents
of each type of answer can, I suspect, agree on the following metasemantic position:
Representor Metasemantics
A semantic theory T for fragment L is a theory compositionally determining a
satisfaction relation | L ,T between Representors R and sentences φ ∈ L, such
that: R | L ,T φ iff, for each agent α such that R represents α, α competently
accepts or believes that φ.
This way of thinking about the subject-matter of semantic theorizing seems to me
the most natural way of understanding the semantics we began to develop in the last
section. On this metasemantics, the job of a Representor is to represent a perspective.
D, π  is one kind of Representor: an instance of the general type that is needed for
understanding what it is to competently judge that a sentence of the form ought(φ) is
true.
I have suggested that D, π  represents the normative perspective an agent has when
that agent represents decision problem π and uses a decision theory representable with
D to decide what to do in π . A relevant metasemantic question is this: under precisely
what conditions does the normative perspective D, π  represent agent α? Generally,
π represents an agent’s decision situation, understood to include some representation
45 Jettisoning the “ordering” component of Kratzer’s “ordering semantics” might seem to put a theorist
at a serious empirical disadvantage: orderings allow Kratzer (1981) to define a wealth of comparative
relations between propositions and to exploit these in the analysis of gradable modal constructions in
natural language. But Kratzer’s understanding of these comparative relations is problematic to begin with
(Yalcin 2010). Further, the introduction of decision-theoretic structure generally allows a theorist to define
a strictly greater number of comparative relations between propositions (Lassiter 2011).
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of, at least, relevant information (akin to Kratzer’s f ), relevant desires or goals (akin
to Kratzer’s g), and available actions. If an agent α represents her decision situation in
the way encoded in π , then π represents α. D represents an agent’s decision-making
procedure: the psychological mechanism responsible for transforming a representation
of a decision situation π into a range of alternatives that the agent considers permissible
in π . I assume that such psychological states are real, and that it makes sense to think
of D, π -type objects as representing them. These assumptions seem, prima facie,
like reasonable ones.
4.5 Contextualism?
A Contextualist might offer an alternative spin on the semantics I have stated, on
which the satisfaction relation is a (more or less) ordinary semantic relation. The idea
for ‘ought’ would be something like this: ‘ought(φ)’ is true at a context-world pair
c, w iff the c-relevant D = ,  and π are such that every possibility compatible
with w (π ) witnesses the truth of φ. D and π can be treated as contextually-resolved
arguments of the modal ‘ought’, yielding something like the following truth condition:
Definition 6 ought,,π (φ)c,w = 1 iff ∀v ∈ c,w (π c,w ): φc,v = 1.
The suggestion is most naturally read as a form of Indexical Contextualism: the context
of utterance (perhaps together with supplementary information) fixes the semantic
value of the allegedly context-sensitive expressions ,  and π .
Whether this idea is workable will depend on the availability of a plausible corresponding metasemantics—an account of how the semantic values of the allegedly
context-sensitive expressions ,  and π are determined by context.46 So let us
ask: could context determine a decision theory and decision problem relevant for the
evaluation of an ‘ought’-sentence?
One suggestion is that the semantic values of the allegedly context-sensitive
expressions ,  and π are determined by the speaker. When, for instance, an
STP-committed speaker asserts (9), what she says is glossed roughly as: according to
(my STP-respecting) decision theory, III is required. But this is a surprising report of
(9)’s content. This proposition is (or tends to be) obviously true: it is generally trivial
that an STP-respecting decision theory requires that an agent who has selected I in
decision problem A select III in decision problem B; this is exactly what STP says,
after all. What would the point of asserting such a proposition as this be, in the typical
context where it is obvious that the relevant decision theory is STP-respecting (and it
is obvious what STP requires the agent of B to do)?47
46 This is a familiar point from the Contextualism-Relativism debate for epistemic modals. Recall the
common charge that Contextualists have great difficulty saying which body of knowledge is relevant for the
evaluation of an epistemic modal (in, e.g., Eavesdropping Cases). I will not engage this debate at any length
here. I hope the things I say in the main text will nevertheless have the ring of plausibility.
47 Plunkett and Sundell (2013) suggest a story on which the point of asserting such a proposition is to

set the stage for negotiation about what resolution of the context-sensitive parameter to use in generating the relevant modal judgment. I actually agree that this is the right type of pragmatics for deontic
modals. However, as we will see below, the supposition that the relevant ‘ought’-sentence expresses a
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A different metasemantics for the allegedly context-sensitive expressions , 
and π could be pursued. Here, conveniently, are some suggestions from Carr (2015):
There are many ways that the decision rule parameter might be resolved. First,
it can be given explicitly: for example, If Maximax is right, then we should
block one of the shafts. Second, the contextually salient [decision rule] r in
some contexts might be whatever the “one true decision rule” is. Conversational
participants might tacitly presuppose an objectively correct decision rule, in the
same way they might presuppose that there is an objectively correct body of moral
norms—even when these rules or norms aren’t transparent to speakers. Finally,
in a given context, which decision rule is relevant may be underdetermined. So
which proposition is expressed by the sentences might also be underdetermined,
and might get determinate truth values only supervaluationally. (707)
None of these suggestions, in my view, can form the basis for a workable metasemantics
for the “decision rule parameter”:
• Decision rules are only seldom given explicitly.
• Contexts in which we find the participants presupposing that there is “one true
decision rule” are rare (outside of the decision-theoretic literature). Why?
– Such contexts would be expected to be defective, as a default. A speaker could
not take her addressee to have sufficient information to coordinate with her on
the referent of the relevant expression (Carr’s r , my D).48 This follows the more
general fact that agents typically do not take themselves to even have a view
about the referent of a phrase like “the one true decision rule.”
– Such contexts would be pragmatically opaque. For reasons just seen, a speaker
and her addressee will typically be unable to coordinate on which proposition
was expressed by the speaker’s utterance. In the absence of coordination on the
proposition expressed, I am at a loss for what could be communicated in such a
context by a speaker’s utterance of an ‘ought’.49
Footnote 47 continued
context-sensitive proposition is not required to access a pragmatics according to which utterances of deontic
modals set the stage for negotiation and coordination around a normative perspective. Since the suggestion
that the relevant ‘ought’-sentence expresses a context-sensitive proposition is otiose (indeed independently
problematic), we might as well jettison it.
48 For the view that context-sensitive expressions generally require speaker and addressee to coordinate
on a semantic value for the expression, see King (2014) and MacFarlane (2016). As MacFarlane writes,
“We have plenty of other flexible expressions, whose extensions are to a great extent up to the speaker to
determine. The most obvious examples are bare demonstratives like ‘this’ and ‘that.’ In principle, I can use
‘that’ to refer to any object. But with this freedom comes great responsibility. I must provide my hearers
with enough cues to enable them to associate my use of ‘this’ with the same object I do, or communication
will fail” (7).
49 Perhaps a set of propositions, each member corresponding to an admissible resolution of context-sensitive
parameters (cf. von Fintel and Gillies 2011; King 2014)? (This may be one way of developing Carr’s
supervaluational suggestion.) This suggestion may hold promise, if the speech act of asserting (or “putting
into play”) a set of propositions can be somehow understood and/or integrated into extant pragmatic models.
(Thankfully that task is not mine.) An attempt at providing a pragmatics for assertions of sets of epistemically
modal propositions is given in von Fintel and Gillies (2011). I am doubtful that this pragmatics extends to
the sorts of cases under consideration here.
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All this is to say it is doubtful that a Contextualist interpretation of the semantics
proposed above can be paired with an acceptable metasemantics. The next section
sketches an account of communication that avoids issues like these altogether.

4.6 Communication
I have claimed that ‘ought’-sentences are semantically relative to normative perspectives, and that this relativity is not analogous to the sort of relativity observed in
context-sensitive expressions (i.e. the contribution of a propositional constituent as
a function of the context of utterance). What is the nature of the relativity I have in
mind? How does it connect to an account of what agents are doing when they assert
‘ought’-sentences?
Here is one answer (which I do not favor50 ) (cf. Yalcin 2012b):51 the satisfaction
relation between a normative perspective and an ‘ought’-sentence is indeed a truthlike relation. The point of asserting an ‘ought’-sentence is to express its content (with
‘content’ understood in the usual way, as the set of indices at which the sentence is true);
asserting an ‘ought’-sentence expresses, roughly, the set of normative perspectives
relative to which that sentence is true. (Note that, for simplicity, we are suppressing
the semantic role of the world-index in this section.) The point of expressing such a
content is to provide information in a familiar sense, roughly by narrowing down the list
of candidates for “actuality”: given an input set N of normative perspectives, typically
the intersection of N with the content of an ‘ought’-sentence will be a strict subset of
N . (More or less) psychological properties like accepting STP are subsequently given
a supervaluational interpretation: a set N of normative perspectives accepts STP iff
STP is a property of (the decision-theoretic member of) each normative perspective
in N .
Here is a more neutral answer: an agent who asserts a sentence of the form ought(φ)
is simply expressing (competent) acceptance of ought(φ). More carefully, such an
agent expresses a competent judgment holding, in general, of an agent α iff α has a
Representor D, π  such that D, π  satisfies ought(φ). In other words, such an agent
expresses a content representable as a property of Representors (and, derivatively, a
property of the agents whom those Representors represent), namely ought(φ):
λD, π  · ought(φ)D,π = 1
Such a property of Representors is, of course, equivalent to a set of Representors. But,
as we will see, thinking of the semantic values of ‘ought’-sentences as properties,
rather than as sets of candidates for “actuality”, allows us to state a pragmatics that
prescinds from certain rather difficult questions (e.g., whether or not it makes sense
to think of a set of normative perspectives as a set of candidates for “actuality”).
50 Charlow (2015) argues that strategies like this have difficulty with a version of the Frege–Geach Problem.
51 Willer (2013) gives a story like Yalcin’s, but states it in a dynamic framework. The presentation here

can be easily restated in dynamic terms.
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To see this, let us attempt to address the question of what an agent is doing when
she asserts an ‘ought’. Why do agents express judgments whose content is a property
of Representors? Consider a context in which two agents disagree about what a third
agent should do in decision problem B of the Ellsberg problem. (Suppose the third
agent has already selected I in problem A.) One asserts (16):
(16) You ought to select III.
This agent expresses, I have suggested, her acceptance of a normative perspective individuable with the property (16). Roughly, then, the agent expresses her acceptance
of a decision theory that respects STP, knowing that her interlocutor, who accepts (17),
rejects such a decision theory.
(17) You may select IV.
On my view, these utterances make it manifest that the interlocutors disagree on the
relevant psychological property: there is no D that satisfies the properties (16) and
(17) (indeed, given Definition 5, these properties are logically incompatible). It
thus sets the stage for negotiation and, ultimately, coordination about the relevant
psychological property.52 There is much more to say here (cf. Charlow 2015), but this
is a fine start.
This general account is compatible with the Yalcin-style account presented above.
On a Yalcin-style account, (16) is a set of normative perspectives. The point of
expressing (16) is to propose that a relevant set of normative perspectives N be
intersected with (16). If the proposal is accepted, N is updated to N  , with N  =
N ∩ 16. In which case, N  ⊆ (16), and, given the intended supervaluational
interpretation of psychological properties, STP is accepted relative to the updated
state N  . If the proposal cannot be updated on—as must be the case, if N is the
set of normative perspectives compatible with the interlocutor’s beliefs, given that
the interlocutor accepts (17)—the fact that the proposal was made sets the stage for
negotiation and, ultimately, coordination about the psychological property of accepting
STP. In either event, the intended “upshot” of the utterance is coordination around the
psychological property of accepting STP.
The general account is, however, compatible with a less committal pragmatics. On
the story I favor, (16) is a (more or less) psychological property. To utter (16) is to
express that property, with an eye to negotiation and, ultimately, coordination around it.
The story could be supplemented with a “Dynamic Pragmatics” (Portner forthcoming)
modeling how, precisely, coordination is achieved in certain kinds of cases (namely,
cases in which the normative perspective targeted for update is compatible with the
property in question); indeed, this is just what the Yalcin-style account provides.
My own view is that formal models saying how, precisely, “new” information is
integrated into “old” information are part of diachronic normative epistemology, and
52 This language is similar to that invoked by Plunkett and Sundell (2013). As I have indicated, I am

sympathetic with a good deal of what they have to say about the pragmatics of disagreement.
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cannot be part of linguistic theory, on grounds of Neutrality (cf. Charlow 2014a). In a
slogan: semantic and pragmatic theorizing furnishes a theory of cognitive directives.
Normative epistemology furnishes a substantive theory of diachronic compliance for
cognitive directives. This is reason to avoid supplementing the general pragmatic
account I have given with a precise account of how coordination is achieved in the
relevant class of cases.
Whoever is right—a matter I cannot settle here—there will be a workable story of
what agents are doing when they assert ‘ought’-sentences waiting in the wings.
4.7 Expressivism
The general story I developed here draws heavily on what Expressivists have tended
to say about these matters (see Gibbard 1990, 2003 and discussion in Yalcin 2012a;
Charlow 2015). The clearest hallmark of the account’s Expressivism is its demotion
of propositional content in semantic and pragmatic theorizing for deontic modals:
(non-propositionally individuable) psychological properties are doing all of the interesting semantic and pragmatic work. It is thus appropriate to label the interpretation
I have offered of the semantics of Sect. 4.1 an Expressivist interpretation. It is, no
doubt, surprising that this sort of Expressivism would emerge from the empirical and
methodological reflections on the semantics for ‘ought’ that have occupied us here.
Surprising or not, this does seem to me to be the best way to understand how things
have gone here.
A final question I wish to address is whether the Expressivist proposal developed
here is in fact neutral on relevant normative questions. A common (and commonly
rebutted) charge is that Expressivism is a form of nihilism about the normative: if
normative discourse is non-propositional, then we cannot make sense of the notion
that normative claims are objectively true or false (since ordinarily a claim is true at
a context of utterance c just when it expresses a proposition that is true relative to
c, wc ). But surely the question of whether or not normative claims are objectively
true or false is a substantive normative question!
In reply, it suffices to note the availability of different metaphysical postures toward
the semantics on offer here. The metaphysical posture appropriate to the commitment
that normative claims are objectively true or false is, roughly, this: certain Representors
count as metaphysically privileged when it comes to evaluating ‘ought’-claims, in
virtue of representing a point-of-view that tracks the way things really, actually, verily
are (normatively).53 An ‘ought’-sentence is really, actually, verily true just when it
53 How can some D, π  track the way things really, actually, verily are, normatively? I envision an

advocate of this view saying something like the following: an agent who is representable with D, π ,
inter alia, represents D as the correct decision theory for deciding what to do, given π . Such an agent
tracks the way things really, actually, verily are, normatively, only if D really, actually, verily is the correct
decision theory for deciding what to do. Expressivists of a Deflationary stripe frustratingly insist on asserting
things like there is a way that things really, actually, verily are normatively. This complicates the project
of distinguishing different meta-ethics by distinguishing between different metaphysical postures toward
Representors. I do assume that there is some metaphysical criterion that will allow us to distinguish an
Expressivist/anti-Realist posture toward Representors from a Realist posture toward them, even if I have
not hit on exactly the right criterion here.
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is evaluated as satisfied relative to a Representor that tracks the way things really,
actually, verily are (normatively).
We are, of course, generally willing to think that there is a way that things actually
are—that there is a privileged choice of parameters of semantic evaluation—when it
comes to prosaic matters of fact. A sentence like (18) is actually false, i.e., relative to
any choice of indices we take to represent actuality, though it could have been true,
i.e., relative to a choice of indices we do not take to represent actuality.
(18) Faulkner never completed As I Lay Dying.
Nevertheless, a speaker can competently believe and assert (18), in virtue of being
related by belief and assertion to a semantic content—standardly, the proposition that
Faulkner never completed As I Lay Dying—that, while actually false, would have been
true, relative to a non-actual choice of index.
My suggestion here is simply to transpose these bits of received wisdom to the
non-standard parameters of semantic evaluation for which this paper has advocated.
Example (18) illustrates that there is nothing fishy per se about the notion of a metaphysically privileged Representor (qua index or parameter of semantic evaluation).
As ever, the notion of actual truth may be defined as truth (or satisfaction) relative to
some class of indices which we have independent reason to think about as metaphysically privileged. A speaker can nevertheless competently believe and assert a claim
that expresses commitment to a false decision theory—e.g., that one ought to OneBox in the Newcomb Problem—in virtue of being related by belief and assertion to a
semantic content—roughly, on my account, the property a decision theory has when it
recommends One-Boxing in the Newcomb Problem—that, perhaps, is actually false
of a privileged class of (Causal) Decision Theories, but could have been true, i.e.,
relative to a choice of (Evidential) decision theory which we do not take to represent
normative actuality.
Whether one thinks there is a way that things actually are normatively—hence
whether one thinks certain Representors are metaphysically privileged when it comes
to evaluating ‘ought’s—will, however, depend on one’s extra-semantic meta-ethical
commitments. Certain kinds of Moral Realist are likely to be comfortable with this
commitment; certain kinds of Moral Antirealist—this author, for instance—are not.
Meta-ethicists of many different stripes may, then, enjoy the empirical and theoretical
benefits of the Expressivism about ‘ought’ I have defended here.
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